COURSE SYLLABUS WAYLAND BAPTIST UNIVERSITY
EIELSON AFB RM. 319
AUGUST 20  NOVEMBER 3 TERM

POLS 2301 FEDERAL & STATE GOVERNMENT,
Tuesday 6:00 to 10:00 PM
Instructor: Dr. Karen E. Dempster

Office:WBU at Eielson AFB

Office Phone:

Home Phone:

9073774398

Cell: 9787745

4562365,

Email:kedempster@aol.com

Office Hours: T,W,TH 3:456PM or by arrangement at additional
times.
DESCRIPTION:  Survey course covering such topics as the
national and state constitutions, institutional structures
and processes, political parties, elections, civil liberties
and civil rights.
PREREQUISITEs): noneCOURSE OFFERINGS
TEXTBOOK:
BOOK
American Government and Politics Today: The Essentials.
ED
YEAR
2007 ed.
2008
Isbn #
Authors
13: 9780495098065, Bardes, Shelly & Schmidt

Publisher
Thomson Learning, Notes: Paperback

OUTCOME COMPETENCIES:
At the conclusion of the course, successful students should be able to:
1.
Identify the major institutions of state and national government and to identify
and evaluate their different (or similar) policy making processes;
2.
Identify the historical and normative origins of the national governmental system
and provide a critical analysis of the American Constitution;
3.
Explain the concept of federalism and evaluate the various interpretations or
practices of this constitutional product;

4.
Explain what is meant by American liberalism/moderation/conservatism and how
these positions/philosophies have influenced American political culture; an
5.
Explain the American political party and electoral system and discuss mass
political behavior in relation to popular democratic expectations.

COURSE ACTIVITIES:
Repetition, recall and reinforcement is how we learn anything, including American
Government and Politics Today. Four major methods will be utilized in the class to
facilitate the students' understanding of the subject:
1. Lecture to gain a basic understanding of the elements of government;
2. Readings to further elaborate on subjects;
3. Group discussions to enhance lecture information; and
4. Student presentation and films.

COURSE EXPECTATIONS:
Attendance: This is a real must for this course. Attendance is required. Excessive late
arrivals or early departures will be taken into consideration when assessing absences.
Material will be discussed in class and included in the exams that is not in the book. It is
the students responsibility to obtain any material missed when absent regardless of the
reason for the absence. The student must not miss any more than 3 classes. Absences
beyond 3 classes or 25% of the class time may result in a failure in the class. In case of
TDY’s or any absence, the instructor should be notified as soon as possible preferably
BEFORE the absence.
Homework and Reading: Assigned homework and reading are to be completed for the
class session for which they are assigned.
Quiz/Tests: All material assigned with be reviewed and tested each week. Quizzes will
occur in all weeks when a test is not scheduled. Class discussions and Lectures are
based on the reading.
Disability Policy: “It is the university policy that no otherwise qualified disabled person
be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subject to
discrimination under any educational program or activity in the university.” Your
instructor is an ADA qualified dyslexic, and although bright, she makes frequent
reversals for which students get quiz points if they catch the mistake before the
instructor corrects it. She believes in turning her handicap into a student advantage. She
also will not tolerate any discrimination based on handicap. If you have a handicap,
please inform the instructor as soon as possible.
Incomplete Policy: A grade of incomplete is changed if the work required is completed
prior to time set in the WBU catalog. If work is not completed by this date, the grade of
“I” is automatically converted to the grade of “F”.

COURSE EVALUATION
Grading Scale:
A = 90100%
B = 8089%
C = 7079%
D = 6069%
F = Below 60%

I = Incomplete
W = Withdrawal

Grading Weight: Your grade will be based on total points earned divided by total
possible points, on quizzes/tests, class assignments, projects and class presentations.
Class points are added as bonus points. This result will then be assigned a grade based on
the Grading Scale above.
Quiz / Exam Information:
1. A quiz will be given weekly over the homework assignment due on that date, and after
review of any questions based upon that assignment. Student discussion/presentation of
case studies can occur.
2. If a student misses a class for any reason, he/she is still responsible for the quiz given
on that date. The student will be responsible for scheduling a time to make up the missed
quiz during the next class meeting that they are in attendance. Dr. Dempster will tape
class discussions if you have alerted her that you will not be able to attend.
3. Any quiz not completed by the last regularly scheduled class period will be counted as
a zero, unless arrangements are made ahead of time.
4. Makeup exams may be arranged with the instructor if an exam grade is low. The
make up exam will be more rigorous than the original exam.
5. Missed quizzes, case studies or exams (w/prior notice and/or excuse) may be taken at
the WBU office during regular office hours. Call to make an appointment.
ACADEMIC INTEGRITY/CONDUCT Wayland Baptist University is committed to
maintaining and upholding intellectual integrity. All students, faculty, and staff have
obligations to prevent violations of academic integrity and take corrective action when
they occur. The adjudication process will include the sanction imposed on students who
commit the following academic violations, which may include a failing grade on the
assignment, a failing grade for the course, suspension or dismissal from the University.
1. Plagiarism: Presenting as one's own the ideas, words or products of another.
Plagiarism includes the use of any source to complete academic assignments
without proper acknowledgment of the source. (Remember all sources must be
cited inside the body of the text and the bibliography page to be complete. Failure
to cite in both spots will fall under the violation of plagiarism).

2. Cheating: is a broad term that includes the following:
a. Giving or receiving help from an unauthorized person(s) or materials
during examinations.
b. The unauthorized communication of examination questions prior to, during,
or following administration of the examination.
c. Collaboration on examinations or assignments expected to be individual
work.
d. Fraud and deceit, that includes knowingly furnishing false or misleading
information or failing to furnish appropriate information when requested, such
as when applying for admission to the University.
“Students are responsible for reading, understanding, obeying, and respecting all
academic policies, with added emphasis being placed upon academic progress policies,
appearing in the Wayland Baptist University Academic Catalog applicable to their
curriculum and/or program of study.”

ASSIGNMENT SCHEDULE
Federal and State Government Projects
1. The project is to be long enough to properly demonstrate your knowledge and
understanding of the particular aspect of government you have chosen to focus on (58
pages).
2. Each student will present their project to the class. Allow 510 minutes for both
presentation and class comments/questions. This will occur on the second to last and last
class.
3. All projects must be preapproved before they are startedby Class #3, please have a
proposal ready to be presented, as a paragraph to a page, briefly discussing your project
topic.
4. All projects are to be typed, double spaced and of university quality.
5. Grading is on original thought and creativity of expression.
6. Examples: Focus on a topic of interest to YOU.
* The Electoral Process recent state or federal elections.
* Civil Liberties before or after 9/11
* Freedom of Religion how much does the First Amendment protect.
* Illegal immigrationwhat is the position of the constitution/taxpayers.
* Equal Rights
* Privacy Rightseducation, life of the child, birth control, marriage.
* Race Issues
* Freedom of Speechhate speech, the right not to speak
* Any other topic that is of interest to you and related to American Politics/Government

This schedule is subject to CHANGE. Assignments are reviewed each class
meeting and any changes will be noted at that time.

Date

Reading

Do____________

8/21/07

Chapter 1: The Democratic Republic. Be prepared
Pg 123
for Class
Chapter 2: The Constitution Pg 27
discussion.
75. VERY IMPORTANT

8/28/07

Chapter 3: Federalism Pg 77105
Chapter 13: The Courts Pg 431458.

9/4/07

Chapter 10: Congress Pg. 335369
Chapter 11: President Pg. 371402

9/11/07

Chapter 4: Civil Liberties Pg. 107
143. Write a 13 page paper on what
YOU believe is the most important
Civil Liberty and Why.

Do a 13 pg
paper
Quiz/Disc

9/18/07

Chapter 5: Civil Rights Pg. 145187

Quiz/Disc

9/25/07

Chapter 6: Public Opinion and Political
Socialization. Pg 189217.
Chapter 7: Interest Groups Pg. 219246 Quiz/Disc

10/2/07

Chapter 8: Political Parties Pg 247
Quiz/Essay
281,
Chapter 9: Campaigns, Elections, and
the Media Pg. 283 333.
2 Page essay: What would be your political
platform, if you were running for US President
and why.

10/9/07

Chapter 14: Domestic and Economic
Policy Pg. 459497
Chapter 15: Foreign Policy Pg. 499
531.

Quiz/Disc

10/16/07

Chapter 12: The Bureaucracy Pg. 403
430.

Tic/Tac/
Tou Teams

Class disc +
Quiz on read
ing.
Quiz/Disc.

10/23/07 Present Projects Each student will discuss their
project for between 1015 minutesmedia aids are
encouraged. (Please let me know in advance if you
need a TV/VCR or other devices).
Question and Answer re: projects and areas of
interest.

10/30/07

Present Projects

